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In successive scotopic color contrast, a colored adapting field induces a hue into a successively
presented, purely rod-detected test field. To determine the rod influence on hue perception, a
comparison was made, for both spectral matches and hue names, between photopic and scotopic
color contrast hues produced by the same adapting fields adjusted to each of the four unique hues.
Rod signals evoked hues reflecting each direction of both red/green and blue/yellow hue dimensions.
Rod signals differentially strengthened blue relative to red or green hue components under some
conditions but not under others. No other differential rod influences on hue were found. *C 1997
Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
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INTRODUCTION
It is hardly surprising that no major theory of color
vision has incorporated the role of signals from rod
photoreceptors (e.g. Boynton, 1979; DeValois &
DeValois, 1993; Hurvich, 1981). The psychophysical
evidence for the influence of signals originating in rods
(“rod influence”) on each of the three perceptual
dimensions of color—hue, saturation, and brightness—
is considerable but also inconsistent, especially with
regard to rod influence on hue perception.
The most extensively studied paradigm for investigat-
ing rod influence on hue has been scotopic color contrast.
Simultaneous scotopic color contrast was first reported
by Willmer (1950), who showed that a purely rod-
detected test field appeared bluish when presented
adjacent to a red-appearing inducing field that was
suprathreshold for both rod- and cone-mediated detection
(mesopic). During the 1960s and 1970s, Ulf and Bjorn
Stabell studied both simultaneous and successive variants
of scotopic color contrast. (In the latter case, the test field
is presented immediately after an inducing field at the
same retinal locus.) The Stabells concluded that by using
a full range of hues of inducing field, a full range of
scotopic-contrast hues could be produced, not just the
blue hue found under the conditions tested by Willmer
(Stabell, 1967). The Stabells further emphasized the close
correspondence between the scotopic-contrast hue and
the hue that is complementary (defined by cone-mediated
color-cancellation) to a given wavelength of inducing
field (Stabell & Stabell, 1971b, 1978).
The Stabells supported the hypothesis:
1. that rod signals have access to all portions of the
neural pathways that produce our color perceptions
(“the color pathways”); and
2. that the hue of both scotopic and photopic color
contrast is determined by the differential adaptation
of the color pathways resulting from stimulation of
cones by the inducing field.
Rod signals evoked by the rod-detected test field flow
through the color pathways in essentially the same
manner as the cone signals from an “achromatic” cone-
detected test field. The resulting color contrast hues,
whether photopic or scotopic, are a reflection of the
differential sensitivity of the various portions of the color
pathways caused by differential stimulation of cones by
the inducing field.
Recent studies have explored the differences between
scotopic and photopic color contrast hues (e.g. Buck &
Ayers, 1997; Buck et al., 1993, 1994; Buck & Brandt,
1993, 1995; Stabell & Stabell, 1994). These differences
suggest that rod signals have biased or preferential effects
on a subset of the color pathways. Thus, these studies
show that the scotopic color contrast hues are not just
determined by differential cone adaptation but are also
influenced by differential effects of rod signals (“differ-
ential rod influence”) on portions of the color pathways.
Both Buck and Ayers (1997) and Stabell and Stabell
(1994) point to effects of differential rod influence at the
level of hue perception. However, neither study provided
direct evidence for a unique perceptual description of
these effects. Thus, Buck and Ayers (1997) could not
distinguish between alternative differential rod influ-
ences, for example, strengthening of blue and weakening
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of red, involved in binary hue changes. Stabell and
Stabell (1994), like Trezona (1970), based their infer-
ences about the differential rod influence on hue on
equating changes of the relative amounts of color-
mixture primaries with changes of specific hue percepts.
Stabell and Stabell (1994) showed that, compared to
photopic contrast colors, scotopic contrast colors were
displaced toward the “blue” primary on a chromaticity
diagram. This is problematic because, depending on the
location in color-mixture space, the displacement toward
a given primary may be associated with either no change
of hue (a pure desaturation) or the change of a hue other
than the dominant one(s) associated with that primary in
isolation, as revealed by the Abney effect (Burns et al.,
1984; Purdy, 1931). Stabell and Stabell (1994) undoubt-
edly found rod-mediated strengthening of blue hue
percepts under some range of conditions. However, in
the absence of adequate descriptions of hue changes, it is
not clear what that range was and whether there were also
differential rod influences on red or green hue percepts.
The present study* used a different method to
characterize the rod influence on hue perception seen in
successive scotopic color contrast. Shifts between
spectral matches to scotopic- and photopic-contrast-hues
were interpreted, by means of the corresponding hue
descriptions, in terms of differential rod influence on
blue, yellow, red, and green hue components. Unique-hue
adapting fields were used to provide a strong adaptational
bias in each of these four hue directions.
METHODS
Subjects
Four color-normal observers, two males and two
females participated in all conditions, except as noted.
An observer’s head was stabilized with a full-mouth
dental-impression bar mounted on a three-dimensional
manipulator. Observer/author SB wore clinically pre-
scribed eyeglasses. All observers had considerable
experience at the task before the data were collected.
All observers other than SB were naı¨ve as to expected
outcomes until after initial data were collected.
Apparatus
All observations were made with a computer-con-
trolled Maxwellian-view apparatus having five optical
channels derived from two 12-V tungsten-halogen
sources driven by a regulated d.c. power supply.
Electromagnetic shutters regulated stimulus duration
and the synchronization among the channels. Interference
filters having full bandwidth at half transmission of 8–
12 nm determined the wavelength composition of the
stimuli and were spectrally calibrated at 3-nm intervals to
1% of the peak transmission. Spectrally calibrated
neutral-density filters controlled the illuminance of all
stimuli. Two polarizer pairs with 180-deg phase relation
were used to exchange two channels, each containing an
interference filter, to form the adapting stimulus. Each
polarizer pair provided measured extinction of nearly
4 log units. All calibrations were measured in situ by
means of a calibrated Gamma Scientific spectroradi-
ometer system, except that specification of the broad-
band adapting lights and test used for the photopic-
contrast conditions was made with a PhotoResearch PR-
650 spectrophotometer/colorimeter.
Stimuli and procedures
To induce successive color contrast, 10-sec presenta-
tions of an 8 deg-dia adapting field alternated with 10-sec
presentations of an intermittent 2 deg-dia test field. The
test field alternated continually between 1-sec on and 1-
sec off phases during the 10-sec test cycle. Both stimuli
were presented to the observer’s right eye and centered
about 5 deg to the right of fixation.
The use of an adapting field much larger than the test
field ensured that inadvertent eye movements would not
cause the test spot to be presented outside the area of
retina that had been exposed to the adapting field. Such
presentations, when they occurred during pilot testing
with more closely matched sizes of test and adapting
field, sometimes disturbed observers judgments by
creating assimilation effects. The specific sizes of
adapting and test fields were chosen to maintain
consistency with prior work from this laboratory on
successive (e.g. Buck & Ayers, 1997) and simultaneous
(e.g. Buck & Brandt, 1993, 1995) scotopic color contrast.
Initial pilot testing showed that these stimulus dimen-
sions allowed observers to experience more reliable
scotopic-contrast hues over a wider range of conditions
than did same-sized stimuli (Buck & Brandt, 1993, 1995;
Buck et al., 1994). Similarly, the use of an intermittently-
presented test field was based on: (i) pilot testing that
revealed that it helped observers judge the scotopic-
contrast hue by reviving it at test-field onsets; and (ii) its
long-standing use in the literature (e.g. Stabell, 1967;
Stabell & Stabell, 1994).
The hue of the adapting field was either adjusted by
each observer for each condition to appear unique blue,
unique green, or unique yellow, or was set to a fixed value
of 700 nm, which all observers accepted as unique red.
Observers adjusted the hue by exchanging the light from
two channels containing a pair of interference filters
spaced typically at a 10-nm interval spanning the
perceptual unique hue. (For unique blue settings
<470 nm, a 20-nm interval was used, due to the absence
of a 460-nm filter.) Adapting-field light levels were set
2.0 and 2.5 log units above an observer’s absolute cone-
mediated detection level, depending on the condition.
(For SB only, 3.0 log suprathreshold adapting fields were
also used for some conditions.) This was the only range
of adapting-field light levels over which both scotopic
and photopic successive contrast colors could be obtained
*The present study was begun before the publication of Stabell and
Stabell (1994) and without prior knowledge of the work reported in
their study. Portions of the results were presented at the 1995
Annual meeting of ARVO in Ft Lauderdale, U.S.A. (Buck, 1995),
and at the 13th (1995) Symposium of the International Research
Group on Color Vision Deficiencies in Pau, France.
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for all four adapting field hues. Below these levels, either
photopic- or scotopic-contrast hues (or both) were too
indistinct to permit a hue match. Above these levels, a
sustained afterimage from the adapting field obscured
either the contrast color or the test field itself. Even
within this range of light levels, not all observers could
make matches in all conditions (see Results).
For scotopic color contrast, the test eye was dark
adapted for 30 min and the illuminance of the rod-
detected, 490-nm test field was fixed 0.3 log unit below
absolute cone-mediated detection threshold. Under these
conditions, only rods detected the test field.
For photopic color contrast, three changes were made.
First, the test eye was strongly light adapted to
desensitize rod-mediated stimulus detection. This adapt-
ing light (in distinction to the adapting field, which was
viewed in alternation with the test field) was produced by
viewing a 20 deg-dia diffuser illuminated by a tungsten-
halogen projector lamp for 30 sec. The 1931 CIE
chromaticity coordinates of this adapting light were
x  0.396, y  0.405. Second, the test field was changed
to a cone-detected, broad-band light that was adjusted by
means of color-correction filters to a perceptually neutral
white (no hue percept) in the absence of any adapting
field. The chromaticity coordinates of this test field were
x  0.364, y  0.365 for MC and x  0.396, y  0.408
for all other observers. Third, all hue matches to the test
field were made between 3 and 7 min after the offset of
the adapting light. Under these conditions, only cones
detected the test field.
Table 1 shows the mean wavelengths of 2.0-log
suprathreshold adapting fields set by each observer to
each of the spectral unique hues under both light-adapted
(“light”) and dark-adapted (“dark”) conditions. A
computer problem prevented recovery of the wavelengths
of light-adapted adapting fields for SB. Wavelengths of
brighter adapting fields were not systematically recorded.
To match the hue of the contrast color induced into the
test field seen by the right eye, observers adjusted the
wavelength of a 1 deg-dia monochromatic foveal com-
parison spot, seen by the left eye. The comparison spot
was formed by the end of a fiber-optic bundle that carried
light from a grating monochromator and was not in
Maxwellian view. The eye viewing the comparison spot
was always adapted to room light levels before a
condition began, whether the other eye (which viewed
the test and adapting fields) was dark adapted or light
adapted before the condition. Observers adjusted the
intensity of the comparison spot to be as dim as possible
and still provide clear hue percepts for the wavelength
range of interest. The arrangement of the optics prevented
observers from seeing stimuli with both eyes at once, so
observers had to make eye movements to alternate
between views of the test and comparison stimuli.
Observers were blind to the wavelength of the
monochromator while they made a hue match and had
only their hue perceptions to provide feedback. Observers
easily learned to make hue matches, even in the presence
of differences of saturation and brightness between test
and comparison fields.
All data were obtained by means of the method of
adjustment. On a trial, the observer adjusted the
wavelength of the comparison field until its hue matched
the contrast hue induced into the test spot. Observers
could view as many adapt/test cycles as desired to
achieve the best hue match. Before making the next
setting, observers moved the comparison-field hue well
away from the matching hue, alternating the direction
after each trial. Trials were replicated three or five times
within a condition during a session. Conditions were
replicated at least three times in separate sessions. The
mean and SE of the settings for each condition were
calculated from the resulting 9–15 hue matches for that
condition.
In at least one session for each condition, observers
also reported verbal descriptions of the primary hue
components (red, green, blue, and yellow) present in the
contrast color. For those conditions in which scotopic-
and photopic-contrast matches were very different,
observers provided additional narrative descriptions of
the corresponding hue perceptions, to help relate the
changes in match wavelength to changes in hue of the
contrast color.
Both photopic- and scotopic-contrast hues induced by
unique green adapting fields were extraspectral and could
not be matched by the single narrow-band comparison
spot. In this case, the observer recorded a description of
the relative strength of red and blue in the purplish
contrast hue.
RESULTS
Scotopic- and photopic-contrast hue matches
Table 2 shows the mean wavelengths of the compar-
ison spot for all successful matches to the hue of the
scotopic- or photopic-contrast color induced by the blue,
yellow, and red adapting fields. (Results for the green
adapting fields are discussed below.) Observers differed
as to which adapting fields could produce both scotopic
and photopic contrast colors. For all such conditions,
Table 2 also shows the arithmetic difference, in nm,
between mean scotopic- and photopic-contrast matches.
Thus, the sign and magnitude of the differences portray
how scotopic-contrast conditions shifted or biased the
contrast-hue match for a specific adapting field.
The red adapting fields induced consistently different
scotopic- and photopic-contrast-hue matches, with sco-
TABLE 1. Mean wavelengths of spectral unique-hue adapting fields
under dark- and light-adapted conditions
Unique blue Unique green Unique yellow
Observer Dark Light Dark Light Dark Light
SB 470 * 514 * 571 *
MC 472 472 508 508 575 571
MA 464 461 500 507 571 571
EB 470 471 509 510 570 569
*Not available.
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topic-contrast matches shifting to shorter wavelengths.
Phenomenologically, the magnitude of the hue shift was
large and immediately apparent to all observers: both
hues were greenish but the scotopic-contrast hue
appeared much bluer than the photopic-contrast hue.
(This and all subsequent characterizations of the hue of
contrast colors are based on narrative reports from the
observers.) All observers also reported a readily apparent,
qualitatively similar change of appearance between the
extraspectral purple photopic- and scotopic-contrast hues
evoked by the green adapting fields: the scotopic-contrast
hue was an unambiguously bluer purple than the
photopic-contrast hue. We did not attempt to quantify
this difference for all observers but its magnitude (by
memory) was approximately the difference between F-
M100-Hue Test caps 73 and 78 (1931 CIE x  0.315,
y  0.273 and x  0.350, y  0.290, respectively, under
Illuminant C) for observer SB (Farnsworth, 1957). Thus,
there was a strong, consistent, differential rod influence
that shifted the balance of hues toward blue (a rod blue
bias) relative to green and red in the scotopic-contrast
colors evoked by the red or green adapting fields,
respectively.
Differences between the photopic- and scotopic-
contrast matches were smaller and less consistent (both
across observers and light levels) for the blue and yellow
adapting fields. Observers found the yellow adapting
fields to produce the least distinct contrast colors, the
most difficult matches, and the narrowest range of
conditions over which both scotopic- and photopic-
contrast matches could be made. For the yellow adapting
field, no observer could make both scotopic- and
photopic-contrast matches at more than one light level,
and MC could not make photopic-contrast matches at any
light level. However, the overall pattern of small,
inconsistent differential rod influences was also reflected
across observers in the easier blue adapting conditions.
Averaged over all light levels and observers, the net
differential rod influence observed after either blue or
yellow adaptation was <1 nm. Consistent with this, there
were no systematic shifts in the hue names observers used
to describe the scotopic-contrast hues compared to the
photopic-contrast hues. Thus, there was no evidence of a
strong, consistent differential rod influence, either along
the red/green hue dimension or of red/green hues relative
to yellow or blue, in the scotopic-contrast colors evoked
by the blue and yellow adapting fields, respectively.
The lack of differential rod influence after yellow and
blue adaptation implies that there was neither a rod blue
enhancement after yellow adaptation nor a rod yellow
reduction after blue adaptation. Had either occurred, it
would presumably have caused a shift of the contrast
hues and matches between scotopic- and photopic-
contrast conditions because the contrast hues were all
binary hues (e.g. blue–red or yellow–red). Thus, any
change of strength of blue or yellow relative to the other
hue component would have changed the overall binary
hue and matching wavelength. These results suggest that
the rod blue bias is absent when the blue/yellow hue
dimension is strongly polarized in either direction and
that rod signals do not differentially reduce yellow, at
least under the conditions tested.
In partial agreement with these results, the one
condition in which Stabell and Stabell (1994) consis-
tently found little or no differential rod influence on
proportions of color-mixture primaries was for the
adapting field closest in wavelength (560 nm) to our
unique yellow adapting fields (ca 570 nm). It is not clear
whether our findings agree with the Stabells’ for short-
wavelength adapting fields closest to our unique blue
fields (ca 470 nm) (see Discussion).
There was one regularity in the scotopic-contrast
colors evoked by all four adapting hues that can be
inferred from Table 2 and was explicit in the observers’
naming of hue components in the scotopic-contrast
colors: all scotopic-contrast hues contained the hue
component that was complementary to the adapting field
that evoked them. That is, red adaptation evoked
scotopic-contrast colors having a green component,
yellow adaptation evoked scotopic-contrast colors having
TABLE 2. Comparison spot wavelength settings to match scotopic and photopic successive contrast hues
Unique blue adapt Unique yellow adapt 700 nm (red) adapt
Condition/ Scot Phot Diff. Scot Phot Diff. Scot Phot Diff.
observer Mean SE Mean SE (nm) Mean SE Mean SE (nm) Mean SE Mean SE (nm)
2.0 supra
SB 589.5 1.3 584.3 0.9 5.3 462.8 0.5 * 476.7 2.7 509.4 1.7 ÿ32.7
MC 566.3 0.5 569.3 1.7 ÿ3.1 485.3 4.3 * 486.9 1.4 501.3 4.7 ÿ14.3
MA 589.6 2.7 591.6 0.9 ÿ2.0 425.8 1.5 * * *
EB 601.1 2.1 597.2 0.5 3.9 431.3 1.2 434.9 1.7 ÿ3.6 480.4 0.7 492.7 0.7 ÿ12.3
2.5 supra
SB 589.5 0.7 589.0 0.6 0.5 456.4 0.8 * 478.7 0.9 *
MC 571.5 0.3 572.0 2.0 ÿ0.5 483.3 6.1 * 488.1 1.0 498.5 2.1 ÿ10.4
MA 603.8 3.6 601.0 2.0 2.8 411.6 2.4 406.7 2.8 4.9 477.0 1.3 499.0 1.7 ÿ22.0
3.0 supra
SB † † 455.4 1.0 455.8 1.2 ÿ0.4 478.3 1.2 *
Mean 1.0 0.3 ÿ18.4
SE 1.2 2.5 4.1
*Not measurable; †not attempted.
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a blue component, etc. Thus, rod signals from the test
field were able to evoke each of the four primary hue
percepts.
Wavelength variation of rod-detected test field
The hue of scotopic color contrast has been shown to
be independent of the wavelength of a rod-detected test
field (Buck & Brandt, 1995; Stabell & Stabell, 1971a).
However, if our 490-nm test spot was not purely rod-
detected, despite being 0.3 log below the cone plateau, it
might have shifted the apparent scotopic-contrast hues
toward green and blue (the hue components normally
associated with bright 490 nm lights). To assess this
possibility, observers MA, SB, and EB made wavelength
matches to the scotopic-contrast hues evoked by the same
700-nm adapting field with both 490-nm and 560-nm rod-
detected test fields during each of three daily sessions.
The mean 560–490 differences observed over nine
settings were 2.67, 0.22, and ÿ3.44 nm, respectively,
for MA, SB, and EB. The lack of any large or consistent
differences suggests that, in the data of Table 2, cone
intrusion neither masked nor contributed to shifts of
scotopic- compared to photopic-contrast matches.
Adapting-light and test-field variations
Although observers adjusted both the adapting light
and the cone-detected test field to appear a hueless white
prior to data collection, we sought assurance that some
undetected, residual chromatic bias did not influence the
photopic-contrast hue settings. Observers MC and SB
altered the hue of the cone-detected test field by changing
the color correction filters until the light looked yellower
(mired, or reciprocal megaKelvin, shift of 37) or bluer
(shift ofÿ110) than the hueless normal state. Little effect
was found, with mean shifts of photopic-contrast match,
in nm, from the hueless condition of 0.20 (MC) and 1.06
(SB) for the yellower condition and ÿ2.40 (MC) and
ÿ1.53 (SB) for the bluer condition, based on 20
observations per condition spread over 2 days. In less
formal tests, the same observers found that the use of
even highly saturated yellow and blue adapting lights had
no apparent systematic effect, after 3 min, on the
photopic-contrast hues evoked by 700-nm adapting
fields. We assume that the size of effect of unintentional,
imperceptible cone-mediated chromatic biases would be
even less than the intentional, perceptible ones produced
here. Certainly, these effects are not the explanation for
the large, consistent rod blue bias observed in the main
data.
DISCUSSION
The present analysis of successive scotopic color
contrast supports the following schema of the rod
influence on hue.
1. Rod signals can evoke percepts reflecting both ends
of both red/green and blue/yellow hue dimensions.
This is consistent with past studies of successive
scotopic color contrast (Buck & Ayers, 1997;
Stabell & Stabell, 1971b, 1978).
2. Rod signals have no differential influence along the
red/green hue dimension but can differentially
enhance blue relative to red and green. These
conclusions follow from the pattern of the differ-
ences between photopic- and scotopic-contrast-hue
matches and descriptions detailed in the Results.
3. The effect of rod signals on each hue dimension is at
least qualitatively independent of the direction of
polarization of the other dimension. The blue bias
was apparent after both red and green adaptation,
and the neutral rod influence on the red/green
balance followed both blue and yellow adaptation.
4. The rod blue bias is also at least qualitatively
independent of the degree of stimulation of rods by
the adapting field, since it was apparent for the
adapting fields that excited rods the least (red) and
the most (green), which differed by about 3 log units
(e.g. ÿ1.2 and 1.9 log scotopic trolands, respec-
tively, for SB, 2.0 log suprathreshold). Stabell and
Stabell (1994) make a similar point on other
grounds.
5. The blue bias is apparent only when the blue/yellow
hue dimension has not been strongly adapted in
either direction. No difference between scotopic and
photopic contrast hue was seen after yellow and blue
adaptation, even though an increase of blue or
decrease of yellow, respectively, would have shifted
the hue matches made under those conditions.
The present findings provide conditional support for a
rod blue bias like that described by Stabell and Stabell
(1994) and help to specify the range of those conditions.
The present findings also support the absence of
differential rod influences that shift red/green hues or
reduce yellow relative to red or green (at least under the
conditions tested). In addition, the present findings
eliminate several potential alternative explanations of
the Stabells’ results and extend the generality of their
conclusion.
First, the main features of the Stabells’ results are not
idiosyncratic to the Stabells themselves, who are the only
two observers used in their studies of scotopic color
contrast. The present findings showed idiosyncratic
differences among observers in the magnitude of the
rod blue bias, in the presence of other small differential
rod influences, and in the precise conditions under which
scotopic and photopic color contrast can be obtained.
However, it is now clear that a blue bias was present for
all four additional observers, at least under some
conditions, and that other differential rod influences were
not.
Second, the Stabells’ reports of changes in the amounts
of color-mixture primaries do correspond to a rod
influence on blue hue percepts under some conditions.
Third, the Stabells’ results were not dependent on
complicated interactions of simultaneous and successive
contrast effects produced by misalignments of same-
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sized, successively presented adapting and test areas
caused by inadvertent eye movements.
A possible discrepancy of results between Stabell and
Stabell (1994) and the present study is for short-
wavelength adapting stimuli. The present study found
no consistent differential rod influence on contrast-hue
match across observers after unique-blue (ca 470 nm)
adaptation. Stabell and Stabell (1994) needed different
proportions of R, G, and B primaries to match scotopic
and photopic contrast colors after 420-, 450-, 470-, and
500-nm adaptation. Whether this change of matching
primaries was associated with a hue shift, or just a
desaturation, is not clear because Stabell and Stabell do
not report the hues of their contrast colors.
The present schema, based on successive scotopic
color contrast, is also generally consistent with some
other accounts of scotopic blueness (Richards & Luria,
1964; Trezona, 1970, 1974; Ambler, 1974; Hunt, 1952).
The generality of a relatively simple rod blue bias to
paradigms as different as scotopic color contrast and the
rod influence on color mixture (e.g. Trezona) is notable
because of the high variability of rod influences reported
in the literature. Indeed, the present schema cannot
readily be reconciled with the results of other studies of
the rod influence on color appearance (Stabell & Stabell,
1975, 1976, 1979; Nerger et al., 1995; Buck et al., 1996).
Even simultaneous scotopic color contrast shows other
patterns of differential rod influence and possible
reductions of rod influence compared to successive
scotopic color contrast (Buck, under review; Buck &
Brandt, 1993, 1995; Buck et al., 1993, 1994). Further
work will be needed to understand the basis for these
differences and to develop a generalized descriptive
model.
Unfortunately, we have little firm basis for identifying
a substrate of the differential rod influences on color
vision reported here. One possibility could be the retinal
pathways leading to the midget and small bistratified
ganglion cells, which are good candidates for the retinal
pathways subserving color vision (Dacey & Lee, 1994).
If rod signals mixed with the cone type contributing to the
center response of such cells, then subsequent pathways
that difference M-center and L-center midget outputs
might show a roughly balanced rod influence. In contrast,
pathways receiving outputs from the “asymmetrical”
small bistratified cells, which appear to have only S-cone
centers, may show a biased rod influence.
However, this speculation faces at least three major
problems. First, a recent study of these specific ganglion
cells types in macaque retina found no significant rod
inputs to S-, M-, or L-cone center units at mesopic levels
(Lee et al., 1996). Second, the basis for expecting rod and
S-cone addition in small bistratified cells is uncertain
because the psychophysical literature is contradictory as
to whether rod and S-cone signals show same-sign
additivity (e.g. Richards & Luria, 1964; Trezona, 1970,
1974), antagonism (e.g. Reitner et al., 1991), or
independence (e.g. Buck et al., 1991, 1997). A third
problem is that of explaining how a rod influence on S
cone/small-bistratified retinal pathways could bias just
yellow–blue perceptions given that S-cone signals also
contribute to red–green perceptions (short-wavelength
redness). No other class of ganglion cell carrying S-cone
signals has been clearly identified to date.
An alternative speculation, consistent with the present
results, is that rod signals bypass the early parvocellular
pathways entirely and instead travel through the
magnocellular pathway to influence color pathways in
the cortex, at a point where the neural basis for a blue hue
percept has separated from those mediating other
perceptual hue attributes. It has long been known that
rods provide strong signals to parasol ganglion cells
(Gouras & Link, 1966). Cortical cells that display
spectral band-pass response, found at the level of simple
cells and beyond (DeValois & DeValois, 1993), could
provide a site for differential rod influence having the
perceptual specificity shown by the present study.
However, the reason for a differential rod influence on
blueness, rather than on some other hue, is not explained
by this speculation. Unfortunately, we cannot yet choose
between even such radically different candidate sub-
strates as these.
There have been occasional assertions in the literature
that “pure” rod stimulation appears bluish (e.g. Ambler,
1974; Stabell & Stabell, 1994), but this is hard to evaluate
because of the difficulty of eliminating long-term effects
of scotopic color contrast (Stabell & Stabell, 1971c) or
other long-term chromatic aftereffects. Although there
may be individual differences in the salience of a hue of
unadapted rod vision, none of our observers:
1. reported a consistent hue percept associated with
scotopic test fields presented alone;
2. could make a hue match to a scotopic test field
presented alone; or
3. ever reported seeing a hue percept associated with a
scotopic test field presented alone that had the clear
hue and saturation of the scotopic contrast colors
reported here.
Thus, a fundamental problem for either of the above
substrate speculations and for any explanation involving
differential rod influence on color vision, including the
present one, is to explain why rod vision ever appears
achromatic. In classical opponent color theory (e.g.
Hurvich, 1981), achromatic percepts of any origin arise
only when both chromatic opponent channels are at their
equilibria. If rod signals have an invariant bias for one
side of either channel (or one channel over another), then
“pure” rod excitation should appear colored, even in the
absence of chromatic adaptation or contrast. One way to
solve this problem would be the gating of rod signals into
the color pathways. For example, Ingling (1977) has
suggested a schema based on “silent surrounds” that
allow rod signals into color pathways only when cones
are also stimulated.
This problem could also be solved if rod signals had
equal access to, but were adapted differently by cone
signals in, different portions of the color pathways. In the
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absence of cone stimulation, rod signals would remain
balanced in the color pathways, and percepts would be
achromatic. However, the presence (or aftermath) of cone
signals could make the strength of the rod response
unequal in different portions of the color pathways due to
quantitative differences in multiplicative (gain) or
subtractive adaptation. This would make rod-mediated
percepts appear colored. Further work will be needed to
determine how the visual system actually solves this
problem.
Despite the unresolved issues about its generality and
neural substrate, the present schema stands as a good
description of the rod influence on color vision for a set of
phenomena that includes successive scotopic color
contrast.
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